We are measured as much by the way in which
we achieve our goals, as we are by the actual
achievements themselves - For us, it's the
journey, not the destination.
We believe that a deep commitment towards
uncompromising values should always guide
our decisions and actions as we pursue our
goals.
The following pages list out our Higher
Purpose, Vision and Core Values that form the
foundation of our measurement of success and
happiness.
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Building happiness at work starts with recognizing the goodness that goes into creating
something together. Each department works towards one goal - our Development team that
works to build something new for our clients, the marketing and sales team that builds new
business opportunities, Admin, Finance and IT teams that keep the engine running, and our
people services who work in shaping individual’s careers, are all in a constant effort towards

goal of happiness.

reaching the

But happiness needs to have a driving force, a method to get where we want to be. We
visualized an environment that made all Opteamizers feel included - regardless of seniority,
gender, skill level, etc. Through our Happiness @ Work initiative, we identified a set of
principles that tied Opteamizers together and propelled them to work towards building a
strong culture.
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Our Values
Our core values are the cornerstone of our business ethos – they are what
support
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these values enriches the lives of Opteamizers and provides an impetus
for us to reach our Higher purpose.
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chosen value.

With the value system firmly identified, we clearly defined each value along with
behavioral examples. The next few pages describe each of the seven values, along
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Family

Family is about taking care of
each other, communicating
freely, having mutual respect,
and working harmoniously
with shared values.

Behaviors that exhibit the Family value:
Trust each other to nurture positive relationships.
Treat others the way you want to be treated.
You only say things about fellow employees you
would be comfortable saying in front of them.

Innovation

Innovation is about remaining
significant and competitive by
implementing radical
solutions to generate value

Behaviors that exhibit the Innovation
value:
Turn new ideas into a solution that adds value and
increases efficiency.
Challenge the status quo to look for better solutions.
Minimize complexity and simplify everything.

Happiness

Happiness is about loving the
work you do while caring for
people around you. Achieved
solely by empowering each
Opteamizer at every level.

Behaviors that exhibit the Happiness
value:
You enjoy your work and make it enjoyable for everyone
around.
Your presence invokes pleasant emotions among others.
You calmly deal with difficult situations.

Collaboration
Collaboration is the collective
passion of people/teams to
achieve business purpose
together in an environment of
trust, cooperation and
camaraderie.

Behaviors that exhibit the Collaboration
value:
Give and seek help to deal with work challenges.
Remain open-minded and value all opinions.
Ensure effective and frequent communication.

Accountability
Accountability is taking
ownership of one's decisions
and actions while
demonstrating commitments
transparently to accomplish
business goals.

Behaviors that exhibit the Accountability
value:
Take an equal level of ownership whether a problem
occurs, or success is achieved.
Keep track of your commitments while being transparent.
Timely suggest solutions rather than complain or wait until
it turns into a crisis.

Growth

Growth is creating an
environment that enables
individuals, teams and the
organization improve
wellness and health.

Behaviors that exhibit the Growth value:
Make a new goal for every goal accomplished.
Challenge yourself instead of being content and
complacent.
Focus on continuous improvement through inquiry, curiosity,
and transparency.

Integrity

Integrity is being truthful, fair,
and consistently adhering
to the policies and values of
the organization.

Behaviors that exhibit the Integrity value:
Follow policies and values with pride.
Demonstrate Fairness to all with consistency in action while
making decisions based on established policies.
Treat confidential information as if your life depends on it.
Communicate honestly and follow up with actions.

Through the integration of our Higher Purpose, Vision and Core Values into every
employee-related process — be it hiring methods, performance management
systems, criteria for promotions and rewards, we have made sure that from the
first interview to the last day of work, Opteamizers are constantly reminded that
these three elements form the basis for every decision Opteamix makes.
Each Opteamizer - from the Leadership team to entry-level, while
making any decision must ask the question "Does this decision reflect
our core values?'

Opteamix is a digital automation technology consulting firm with deep expertise in
Application Development, Robotic Process Automation, AI, DevOps, Enterprise Mobility,
and Test Automation Services. We are headquartered in Denver, Colorado with a
wholly-owned delivery center in Bangalore, India.
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